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Be Brave Little Penguin
Best-selling children's book author, Shi Mi Li Ti. Prasad Hols, the master of animation in the field of animation. Steve Smer elaborated the concept of interpersonal distance. Applicable to all human relations.
Warm and loving picture book. Suitable for a mother and her child. Interpersonal distance, respect, and understanding. Big Bear thinks he and squirrel are really super good friends, the two of them are
always inseparable and stay together for everything. But one day, Squirrel suddenly said to Big Bear that he wanted someone...
A feel-good rhyming story with a positive message about confidence and self-esteem, from the creators of international bestseller, Giraffes Can't Dance. Now available in a board book - perfect for even the
littlest readers! Little Penguin Pip-Pip would love to join in with all his friends swimming in the sea, but there's just one problem . . . he's scared of water. Can Pip-Pip overcome his fears and finally take the
plunge? This irresistible story shows that sometimes all it takes is a little bit of encouragement - and a whole lot of heart - to finally make that leap! This touching tale will soon become a new family favourite.
'All toddlers should grow up reading this' - Daily Telegraph on Giraffes Can't Dance
Simplified Chinese edition of The Crayons' Christmas
Kipper the dog's life changes when he discovers why there is a hole in his toybox.
When Papa Penguin goes fishing, Little Penguin must stay at home. At first he is sad but soon he realises that he must be brave bcause there are many imaginary adventures to be had. There are icicle
mountains to guard, buried treasures to find and rough seas to sail, but at the end of the day, as the sun starts to set, Papa returns home to his Little Penguin. An endearing story about love, separation and
bravery, culminating in a tender reunion between father and son.
Gerald the giraffe is too clumsy to dance with all the other animals at the Jungle Dance, until he finds the right music.
The Cat and the Squirrel come to blows with the Duck in arguing about who will perform what duty in preparing their pumpkin soup, and they almost lose the Duck's friendship when he decides to leave them.

The Simplified Chinese edition of Tap the Magic Tree, a childrens picture book by Christie Matheson.
Pip-Pip, the littlest penguin, is teased for being afraid of the water until, with his mother's guidance, he finally jumps in.
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??????.
Edna the penguin tries to find something in her surroundings that is not black, white, or blue.
Simplified Chinese edition of I Just Ate My Friend
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Lift-the-flap book. When the adorable Little Penguin finds himself stranded on an island of ice, he knows he has to be brave. Lift the flaps to see who comes to his rescue. With a
cast of appealing characters, this delightful story is a charming introduction to a beautiful landscape and the creatures that live there.
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When Plip loses his favourite toy, it seems like the end of the world! As the sky grows dark, Plip runs off to find it, all on his own. What will become of poor little Plip, out in the
snowy storm?
Wilbur, the pig, is saddened when he learns he is destined to be the farmer's Christmas dinner. After some discussion, Charlotte, his spider friend, decides to help Wilbur.
A bear who loves to hug everything meets a human who is about to chop down a tree, and the bear must make a decision on how to save his forest.
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Little Penguin really wants to play, but thereÕs just one problem Ð heÕs afraid of the water. HeÕs much too scared to join in the fun with his friends. But will Little Penguin be brave enough to
overcome his fear?
Mr. and Mrs. Mallard proudly return to their home in the Boston Public Garden with their eight offspring.
This book follows Little Penguin as he learns to be brave during a scary nightmare. He overcomes his fear of the dark and after meeting a new friend he learns to be brave! This story is unique
and highlights the importance of believing in yourself, and working through your fears. If you enjoy this book you will love the author's book Little Elephant & Hiccup Chuck!
?AMAZON 5???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????……
????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????…… ??????????????????????????????????????? ??……
"First published in Great Britain 2018 by Egmont UK Limited"--Copyright page.
Traditional Chinese Edition of When Cloud Became a Cloud
In this funny and lighthearted picture book, a fussy eraser tries to keep the pages clean by erasing the scribbles of a mischievous pencil. But before long, the eraser discovers what can
happen when two opposing forces come together to have fun. Full color.

Children's Fiction
"Little Penguin really wants to play, but there's just one problem - he's afraid of the water. He's much too scared to join in the fun with his friends. But will Little Penguin be brave
enough to overcome his fear?"--P. [4] of cover.
It was an important day for Little Penguin. He was going swimming for the very first time!Will Little Penguin be brave enough to jump in and swim?
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